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It is well known that, at sufficiently high energies, the differential

cross-section of proton-proton elastic scattering exhibits a pronounced structure
2

in the interval of the momentum transfer squared between the values t = -1.3 C-eV
2 p

and -2-0 GeV . Around t = -1.1+ GeV , there is a well established dip which is

followed by a secondary maximum. This structure gradually develops with in-

creasing energy from a slight corrugation below ISE energies till its maximal

appearance at a c m . energy Js of approximately 20-25 GeV.

Predictions [1] based on the model of geometric scaling [2] indicate

that, with a further increase of energy, this dip should be gradually smoothed

till it completely disappears at */? — 300 GeV, while It should later develop

again at asymptotic energies.

The basic idea of the model of geometric scaling is that, at sufficiently

high energies, the s- and t-dependences of a hadron-hadron scattering amplitude

F(s,t) reduce to a dependence on one single kinematic variable, the scaling

parajaeter T ,
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(1.1)

If an amplitude asymptotically saturates the Froissart "bound, i.e. if
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F(s,0)
2

s In s (1.2)

then, as was shown by Auberson, Kinoshita and Martin [3], it follows from the

principles of local field theory that the function

lim

f _2 s
Fls, -t.t In —

I ° SQ
F(s,0)

(1.3)

and entire of the order — . In this case, the geometricis analytic in

scaling model appears as a consequence of first principles , provided that

violently oscillating amplitudes are excluded. Let us remark in connection

with the requirement (1.2) that the systematic analysis of the p-p scattering

data made by Amaldi et al. [k] has led to the result that the total cross-

section should behave like to s with a = 2-1 ± 0.1.
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Remarkable progress hâ  been made recently in the experimental

investigation of the proi-on-antiproton scattering as well. It has turned

out that the differential cross-section exhibits a very similar dip-peak

structure like in the case of pp scattering. The resemblance goes so far

da PP
that the t-dependence of ~- at *T = 9-8 CeV ;5J is experimentally in-

dt
- PP

distinguishable from that of — at ^ - 52-6 GeV. It is therefore worth

revising the geometric scaling model in relation to the existing pp and

also pp high-energy data.

We repeated the calculation made by Dias de Deus and Kroll [l] using

recent data, on pp scattering, and obtained a confirmation of their prediction*

The diffractive dip-peak structure of the differential cross-section should be

gradually smoothed out and it should completely disappear at a cm. energy

ifs of approximately several hundreds of GeV. At still higher energies, the

structure develops again to its full re-appearance at asymptotic energy.

The process is controlled by the value of p(s)

Combining the relations (2.1) and (2.2) we obtain the following

equation [1];

(2.3)

This is a differential equation for the scaling function $ ( T ) , all other

quantities being known from experiment. Once + (T) has been determined at

some energy value, then, assuming that the model is valid at all higher

energies, one can preduct from (2.3) the behaviour of the differential cross-

section with increasing energy.

In accordance with Ref.l, we assume that the dip In — is produced

by a zero in <t ( T ) ,

<t>(t = TD) = 0 , (2.U)

p(s)
Re F(s,O)
Im F(s,O)

which rises from 0 to some positive value, and tends to zero again when

fs1 tends to infinity. Then, using the recent data on pp scattering,

we made an analogous calculation for this reaction as well. It turns out

that the diffractive structure should also be gradually smoothed out with

increasing energy but, contrary to the pp case, not completely, again re-

appearing with a further increase of ifS .

where t is the position of the dip. Inserting this into Eq.(2.3) we obtain

(2.5)

i s a c o n s t a n t . The l e f t - h a n d s i d e of (2 .*0 and p ( s )where K = TD d t

are determined by two independent measurements. We found this relation to be

in a very good agreement with experimental data (see Sec.Ill for details).

Expanding 4>(T) in powers of we have, because of (2.U) t

II. THE METHOD

Following the standard der iva t ion of geometric seal ing model [ 2 ] , we

introduce the sca l ing function if ( T ) such t h a t

Im F(S,T) = 1m F(s)

Re F(S,T) = Be F(s) S_ (T(f,(T)

(2.1)

(2.2)

where T = -o(s) £- and F(s) 5 F(s,t = 0 ) , <j(s) being the total cross-

section. The set of quantities F, a, if and T refers either to the

pp or to the pp scattering.

(2.6)

We approximate 4>(i) by taking two, three or four terms of (2.6) and insert

the approximant into Eq.(2.3). In doing so, we also take into account the

fact that p(s) does not exceed the value O.ll*, and consider it to be of the

same order of magnitude as (T-T-^/T-.

To determine the form of if(x) in the given approximation, we used

for pp scattering the data on ~ at ,/s1 = 52.8 GeV and Js = UU.6 GeV
dt

in the intervals

-3- -U-



1.2 GeV £ -t < 1.7 GeV"

and

1.2 GeV2 < -t i 2.0 GeV2 ,

(2.7)

(2.8)

respectively (see Ref.6, pages ?83 and 28o, respectively). In the case of pp

scatterin

interval

scattering we used the data on -rr- at p = 50 GeV/c (VsP = 9.8 GeV) in the

1.2 G-V2* -t £.2.1 GeV2 (2.9)

(see Hef.5).

Ill. DISCUSSION

It turned, out that, in fitting the pp data in the interval (2.7),

the third and fourth derivative of <JI(T) at t = T could be fixed at zero

value, while in the interval (2.8) all the four derivatives were important.

In the'ease of the pp data, the third and the fourth derivative of $(r)

could be put equal to zero in the whole interval (2.9), which might be connected

with relatively larger errors of the input -r— data in this case.
dt

As it was already mentioned, the values of p(s) determined from the

fits of —r- are in a very good agreement with those obtained by a direct
dt

measurement of p(s), as can be seen from Table I

pp

pp

pp

pp

pp

f [GeV]

1*1*. 7

hh.l

52.8

52.8

9.8

-t

1.2

.1.2

1.2

1.2

1.2

[GeV2]

- 1-7

- 2.0

- 1.7

- 2.0

- 2.1

Table I

: p(s)
obtained from

the fit

0.062 ± 0.005

0.063 + 0.005

0.0T3 + 0.007

0.072 ± 0.005

0.025 ± 0.060

p(s)
measured

I 0.062 ±

L. 0.078 ±

0.010 +

(at p =

[Ref]

0.0.11

0.010

0.018

[7]

[7]

[83

70 GeV/c)

Results obtained for the pp differential cross-section are shown in
Fig.l. The experimental points (corresponding to Js = 52-8 GeV) were used

to determine t(i(T)fthe full line representing the corresponding fit. The

dashed curve plots the predicted behaviour of — at p = O.l!*, which is
dt

the expected maximum value of P ( S ) , located at 1/s1 equal to several hundreds

of GeV. It is seen that the dip in -r— is completely smoothed out at this

value of p .
PP

In Fig.2, the experimental points of — at Js =9,8 GeV and their

fit (full line) are shown which were used to determine the scaling function

<|>(T) for pp scattering. The dashed curve represents the predicted behaviour

of — at p - 0.14, which is again the expected maximum of p(s). The dip

is still clearly visible; its full vanishing would require a still higher

value of p .

IV. CQHCLUDIHG REMARKS
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The existing data on pp and pp elastic scattering suggest that the

model of geometric scaling, which has its rigorous basis at asymptotic energy,

is applicable at presently accessible energies, even in the region of

relatively large momentum transfers. It does not follow from the results

obtained that the model is able to explain the diffractive dip-peak structure

in the differential cross-section of pp or pp scattering. On the other

hand, once such a structure is assumed at a certain energy, its evolution,

vanishing and re-appearing is well described within the frame of the model.

The model predicts a full and a partial vanishing of the diffractive dip in

the differential cross-section of the pp and the pp scattering,

respectively, in the energy range of several hundreds of GeV in the centre-of-

mass frame. The existing data on pp scattering are in good agreement with

its predictions.

Discussions with J. Dias de Deus and P. Kroll at the early stages

of the work are gratefully acknowledged.
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